BEETHOVEN’S LETTERS TO “MEINE UNSTERBLICHE GELIEBTE”

As Beethoven lay in his bed in waning health on July 6th and 7th, 1812, the great composer authored three passionate love letters to a woman unknown. Discovered in Beethoven’s bedside table shortly after his death in 1827, these intimate letters to “meine unsterbliche Geliebte” – “my immortal beloved” – have been a source of speculation for the past two centuries. They have simultaneously shed light on who Beethoven was as a man and raised questions about his personal relationships when he was at the height of his creative powers.

Two hundred years after the letters were written (almost to the day), I decided to set Beethoven’s love letters to music. My chamber art song cycle, Briefe an die unsterbliche Geliebte (“Letters to the Immortal Beloved”) was written in January and February of 2012, in a Leighton Colony studio for composers in residence at the Banff Centre for the Arts, in Banff, Alberta. The name of the studio – the “Valentine” (after its architect, Frederic Valentine) – only added inspiration to the serene beauty of the natural setting in which this work was created. Beethoven’s letters provided me with passionate, rhythmically nuanced, sonorously beautiful and richly-textured poetic texts to work with, a compositional goldmine in terms of the evocative musical imagery they suggested. Perhaps I should not have been surprised to find that Beethoven’s spoken and written language was somewhat expressive and musical!

On Friday, July 27, 2012, the première performance of the cycle was given by mezzo-soprano Julie Nesrallah and the Juno Award winning Gryphon Trio (violinst Annalee Patipatanikoon, pianist Jamie Parker and cellist Roman Borys) at the Ottawa International Chamber Music Festival (“Chamberfest”). The work is dedicated to Ms Nessallah and the trio, since their inspiration, friendship, example and consummate musicianship were always in mind during its conception and composition. The foursome recently recorded Briefe an die unsterbliche Geliebte at CBC Toronto’s Glenn Gould Studio, and the work will be featured on a new CD of contemporary Canadian works that have been commissioned by the Gryphon Trio. The recording is scheduled for release on the Naxos label in early 2015. Mezzo-soprano/piano and baritone/piano arrangements of the cycle were completed earlier this year. I accompanied the première performance of the latter by baritone Gary Dahl at Christ Church Cathedral, Ottawa, on October 17th, 2014.

More than a dozen “Immortal Beloved” candidates have been proposed by musicologists. Based on my own reading and research, my guess is that Beethoven’s “Immortal Beloved” was the Countess Josephine von Brunswick, a beautiful young Hungarian aristocrat who the composer first met in 1799, shortly before her marriage to Count von Deym. After the Count died in 1804, the Countess’s relationship with Beethoven increasingly intensified over the next several years. Sadly, it seems that the Countess’s social status and parental obligations prevented her from marrying Beethoven, a suitor deemed unsuitable by her family (her hovering and matriarchal mother, in particular). In the third movement of my cycle, I quote the lyrical opening theme of Beethoven’s “Andante Grazioso in F Major” for piano solo (popularly known as the “Andant e Favori”), a piece that Beethoven secretly dedicated to Josephine von Brunswick in the spring of 1805, shortly after the death of her husband. The theme I quote in my last movement is therefore sometimes known as “Josephine’s Theme.”
Let me say a few more words about my inspiration to write *Briefe an die unsterbliche Geliebte*. I have long been fascinated by the ways in which historical composers have tried – often unsuccessfully, sadly – to balance their creative and personal lives. In the end, their single-minded devotion to their art usually won out, and made domestic happiness almost unimaginable. Beethoven and Brahms are classic examples. Both sought relationships with women who, for a variety of reasons – including age, marital and/or social status – were essentially unattainable. Yet their passionate devotion to the women they loved, often expressed more in correspondence than in a genuine personal or physical relationship, inspired so many of the great musical masterpieces that they left to posterity.

In both the popular and scholarly imagination, the name of Beethoven has become almost synonymous with a post-19th-century cultic concept of the divinely gifted creative “genius.” But while Beethoven may have been a prodigiously gifted human being, and he lived his life with a singular dedication to his art, he wanted above all to love and be loved, just like the rest of us. And just as we often think of Beethoven’s music as having a certain universal appeal that transcends time, place and culture, his letters also seem to express universal truths in their emphasis on the ineffable, unattainable, eternal and divine nature of love.

Let us now take a closer look at the letters themselves. Few documents in music history have been shrouded in mystery as much as the three passionate love letters that were found in a box in Beethoven’s bedside table after his death on 26 March 1827. Determining the identity of the intended recipient – a woman Beethoven addresses as “*meine unsterbliche Geliebte*” (“my immortal beloved”) – has been rendered more difficult by the fact that no year or place is provided on the letters. Beethoven biographer Maynard Solomon published the first thorough study on the letters in 1977. Using the month and dates given by Beethoven (July 6 and 7), knowledge of Beethoven’s whereabouts during the summers of the early nineteenth century, and the testimony of a few of the composer’s most intimate friends and contemporaries, Solomon and others have concluded that the letters were written during the summer of 1812, when the composer was at a spa in Teplitz, Bohemia, attending to his ill health. Virtually all of Beethoven’s many close female friends and acquaintances have been proposed as “immortal beloved” candidates, including the Countess Giulietta Guicciardi (to whom the “Moonlight Sonata” is dedicated), the Countess Thérèse

---

1 The moving “Heiligenstadt Testament” was another document found in Beethoven’s bedside table after his death. Dated 6 October 1802, the testament – “to be read and executed after my death” – was addressed to Beethoven’s brothers Karl and Johann. Like the “immortal beloved” letters, the existence of the testament – in which the composer reveals how his agonizing deafness compelled him to live a solitary life – was unknown to anyone but Beethoven during his lifetime.


von Brunswick (Giulietta’s cousin),\(^4\) Antonie Brentano (dedicatee of the Diabelli Variations, op. 120)\(^5\) and her sister-in-law Bettina,\(^6\) Magdalene Willmann,\(^7\) Amalie Sebald,\(^8\) Marie Erdödy,\(^9\) Dorothea Ertmann,\(^10\) Almerie Esterházy,\(^11\) Therese Malfatti,\(^12\) and the Countess Josephine von Brunswick (Giulietta Guicciardi’s cousin and Thérèse von Brunswick’s younger sister).\(^13\) While


British musicologists have tended to follow Solomon’s lead in preferring the candidacy of Antonie Brentano, the overwhelming majority of Beethoven scholars in the rest of the world have preferred the candidacy of Josephine von Brunswick, to the point of considering the matter resolved.

Beethoven appears to have had an inclination to pursue relationships with younger women, liaisons he undoubtedly knew were doomed to failure. From the content of the letters it can be reasonably concluded that Beethoven’s “immortal beloved” was an unattainable (likely married) woman. Josephine von Brunswick was nine years younger than Beethoven and involved in committed conjugal relationships during eight of the twenty-two years of her involvement with the composer (1799-1821). She was married to Count Joseph von Deym from 1799 until his sudden death in 1804, and later to Baron Christoph von Stackelberg, with whom she lived from 1810 until their acrimonious separation in 1812. In a letter of 8 March 1816 to Ferdinand Ries, his friend and student, Beethoven wrote:

Kindest regards to your wife. Unfortunately, I have none; I found only one woman who will probably never be mine, yet on that account I am not a woman-hater.15

Beethoven first became acquainted with the von Brunswick family in May of 1799, shortly before her marriage to Count von Deym. Beethoven continued to see the young widow after her husband’s death in 1804, and she continued to live in Vienna until the summer of 1808. The friendship intensified from 1804 to 1808, so much so that, according to Charlotte von Brunswick, her youngest sister, Beethoven’s frequent visits to “Pepi” were cause for concern. “Beethoven is very often here to give Pepi lessons,” she reported to her sister Thérèse in December of 1804. “This is a bit dangerous, I must confess.”16 “Beethoven and Pepi, what is going to become of them?” Thérèse wrote in reply. “She must be on her guard! Her heart


must have the strength to say no, a sad duty.”

“Oh beloved Josephine,” Beethoven wrote in 1805, “when I met you for the first time, I was determined not to let a spark of love germinate in me.” Though no letters of reply have survived, drafts penned by Josephine to Beethoven in 1806 (or possibly 1807) suggest that Beethoven’s affections were returned by the widowed Countess:

My soul was already enthusiastic for you even before I knew you personally. This was increased through your affection. A feeling deep in my soul, incapable of expression, made me love you. Even before I knew you, your Music made me enthusiastic for you. The goodness of your character, your affection increased it.

Beethoven composed the song “An die Hoffnung” [To Hope], op. 32, as a musical declaration of love for Josephine in 1805. However, it appears that the lovers were keen to keep their affair a secret, as Beethoven felt the need to explain to Josephine that there was no need for concern when his patron, Prince Lichnowsky, discovered the autograph of this song – bearing its secret dedication to Josephine – on the composer’s desk:

The matter is not as bad as you, my beloved Josephine, might think. Lichnowsky accidentally saw the song in my home, but neither mentioned it nor concluded that I had special feelings for you.

An die Hoffnung, op. 32, was later published without a formal public dedication. Beethoven’s yearning for Josephine is scarcely veiled in its poetic text:

---

17 Excerpt from a letter of 20 January 1805 from Thérèse von Brunswick to her sister Charlotte: “Beethoven und Pepi, was soll daraus werden? Sie soll auf ihrer Hut sein! Ihr Herz muss die Kraft haben nein zu sagen, eine traurige Pflicht”. See Ida Marie Lipius (La Mara), Beethoven und die Brunsviks, 51.


20 “An die Hoffnung” is excerpted from a larger poem, “Urania,” by Christoph August Tiedge (1752-1841). Beethoven would compose two settings of Tiedge’s “An die Hoffnung”: Op. 32 (stanzas 2, 3, 4) in 1804-05, and op. 94 (stanzas 1-4) in 1814.

Is there a God?
Will he someday fulfill the promises for which longing yearns?
Before the court of the world, will this puzzle ever reveal itself?
Man can only hope. He dares not ask!

You, o hope, who so gladly celebrate on sacred nights
and softly and gently veil the grief that torments a tender soul;
raised through you, let the sufferer feel that there is an angel, above, who counts his tears!

When beloved and long-hushed voices are silenced,
and underneath dead branches memory sits desolate,
then your forsaken one mourns,
and, looking around at midnight,
supports himself against sunken urns.

And if he looks up to accuse Fate,
when, departing with his days, the last rays set,
then permit him to see, at the rim of this earthly dream,
the light of the cloud's hem from the nearby sun!\textsuperscript{22}

From another letter drafted by Josephine to Beethoven in 1807, it seems clear that the composer was pressing her to accept a proposal of marriage:

I would have to violate sacred bonds if I gave in to your request – Believe me – that I, by doing what is my duty, suffer the most – and that surely noble motives were guiding my actions.\textsuperscript{23}

What are the “sacred bonds” to which Josephine refers in this letter? Almost certainly she is referring to the bond between a mother and her children. Anna Countess von Brunswick, her mother, had

\textsuperscript{22} “Ob ein Gott sei? Ob er einst erfülle, Was die Sehnsucht weinend sich verspricht? Ob, vor irgendeinem Weltgericht, Sich dies rätselhafte Sein enthüllte? Hoffen soll der Mensch! Er frage nicht! Die du so gern in heil'gen Nächten feierst und sanft und weich den Gram verschleierst, der eine zarte Seele quält, O Hoffnung! Laß, durch dich empor gehoben, den Duldern ahnen, daß dort oben ein Engel seine Tränen zählt! Wenn, längst verhallt, geliebte Stimmen schweigen; Wenn unter ausgestorb'nen Zweigen Verödet die Erinn'rung sitzt: Dann nahe dich, wo dein Verlaßner trauert und, von der Mitternacht umschauert, sich auf versunk'ne Urnen stützt. Und blickt er auf, das Schicksal anzuklagen, wenn scheidend über seinen Tagen die letzten Strahlen untergehn: dann laß' ihn um den Rand des Erdentraumes das Leuchten eines Wolkensamtes von einer nahen Sonne seh'n!”

apparently persuaded Josephine that she could not contemplate marrying Beethoven, since a union with a commoner would have resulted in the loss of her guardianship over her aristocratic children.  

Beethoven had spent much of the summer of 1806 at the Brunswick’s country estate of Martonvásár, eighteen miles from Budapest. In 1949, many Beethoven scholars felt that the “immortal beloved” riddle had been solved when a series of previously unknown letters from Beethoven to Josephine, dated 1807, were discovered. These letters are of a passionate nature that is very similar in style to that of the “immortal beloved” letters. There is, however, one important difference. In the letters of 1807, Beethoven addresses Josephine with the formal “Sie,” rather than the more intimate “Du” that he employs in the “immortal beloved” letters of 1812. It should be noted, however, that while Beethoven employs the formal “Sie” in a letter of 1805, it is clear that the relationship was already highly evolved at this point:

> There can be no words for you, my only beloved, only music. For you – you, my everything, my happiness – notes are more faithful to me than words. No, not even in my music can my heart express itself. Although nature has given me some talent for music, it is still too little for you. Silently may my poor heart beat – that is all I can do – for you – always for you – only you – forever you – to my grave, only you.

Yielding to pressure from her family, Josephine began to withdraw from Beethoven toward the end of 1807. More than once she arranged to be away from home when he came to visit her. While this has been interpreted by some as a period of “cooling down” of the relationship between Josephine and Beethoven, it seems more likely to have been a consequence of the Brunswick family’s increasing pressure on Josephine to terminate the relationship. In the “immortal beloved” letters of 1812, Beethoven would remind Josephine of this period when she temporarily withdrew herself from him. “Never hide yourself from me,” he implores in the second letter of 6 July 1812.

Josephine was married for a second time in 1810, to Baron Christoph von Stackelberg. The marriage was a failure from the outset, however, and the Baron left Josephine in June of 1812, exactly one month before Beethoven’s letters to the “immortal beloved” were written. Josephine gave birth to a daughter, Minona, on 9 April 1813, exactly nine months after the “immortal beloved” letters were written, and this has only added fuel to speculation. Is it possible that Minona – who became a fine

---

24 Josephine’s sister Theresa known to have frequently served as guardian to her sister’s children during the period after the death of Count Deym, and her separation and divorce from Count von Stackelberg. See also Tellenbach (1988) for the effect of guardianship laws that were in force at the time.


amateur musician – was Beethoven's illegitimate child? Is it coincidental that, spelled backward, her name is “Anonim,” which is Hungarian for “anonymous” (or, perhaps in this case, “the child whose name cannot be uttered publicly”)?

In their emphasis on the ineffable, unattainable, eternal and divine nature of the love expressed, Beethoven's letters to his "immortal beloved" bear a striking affinity to the German courtly lyric tradition of the Middle Ages. Like Beethoven’s letters, the “Minnesang” (“love song” in Middle High German) expressed “a love at once illicit and morally elevating, passionate and disciplined, humiliating and exalting, human and transcendent.”

It is perhaps not unreasonable to speculate that the first syllable of “Minona,” a rare name in the German-speaking world, may also be a veiled reference to this tradition.

On 31 March 1821, Josephine von Brunswick – Beethoven’s “only beloved,” his “everything,” his “angel,” his “all,” the “immortal beloved” with whom he shared “a love made in heaven” – died at the age of 42, in misery, near poverty and in ill health. In 1821, Beethoven composed the last of his piano sonatas (op. 110 and op. 111), works believed by many musicologists to be requiem-like in character and to bear discernible thematic reminiscences to his earlier Andante favori (WoO 57), which was secretly dedicated to Josephine von Brunswick.

Unlike Beethoven’s relationship with some of the other candidates whose names have been put forward, his relationship with Josephine von Brunswick was not one of brief infatuation. It

---

27 Francis X. Newman (ed.), The Meaning of Courtly Love (Albany: State University of New York, 1968), vii. For example, compare the tone of Beethoven’s letters to the following Minnesang from a twelfth-century Tegernsee monastery codex (translated from the Middle High German): “Du bist mein, ich bin dein, dessen sollst du gewiss sein. Du bist verschlossen in meinem Herzen, Verloren ist das Schlüsslein – du musst immer darin sein.” (“You are mine and I am yours, of that you may be sure. Deep within my heart you are safely locked away. But I have lost the key – and there you will ever stay”).

28 Some additional commentary on the name “Minona” should be added here. In Ossianic verse, “Ullin,” “Ryno,” “Alpin” and “Minona” are the “bards of song.” “Minona oder die Kunde der Dogge” (D 152), a rarely-heard early song by Franz Schubert on an Ossian-influenced text by Friedrich Anton Franz Bertrand, was first published in 1894, more than fifty years after the composer’s death. In the present context, it should be noted that, in Bertrand’s poem, Minona defies the vengeance of her father to love whom she pleases, even if it is only possible in death (a context not unlike that of Josephine in 1812). Goethe also invokes the Ossianic “Minona” in The Sorrows of Young Werther. Gillian Fellows Jensen writes: “The poems of Ossian influenced both Klopstock and Goethe and the latter included translations from the 1765 edition of MacPherson’s work in his first novel Die Lieden des Jungen Werthers from 1774. The German-speaking Danish poet Heinrich Wilhelm Gerstenberg, who was born in Tønder in 1737, and was responsible for arousing interest in Germany in Shakespeare and Danish ballads, composed a not very successful Ossianic ballad entitled Minona oder die Angelsachsen [Minona or the Anglo-Saxons] in 1785. The literary influence led to a minor fashion in Ossianic personal names in German cultural circles.” See Gillian Fellows Jensen, “Danish Place-names in Scotland and Scottish Personal Names in Denmark,” in Denmark and Scotland: The Cultural and Environmental Resources of Small Nations, ed. Gillian Fellows Jensen (Copenhagen: Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters (2001): 135.
appears to have been a relationship based on profound and lasting commitment between two lonely souls. Perhaps the best evidence is given in the testimony of Thérèse, Josephine’s sister:

Beethoven … a beautiful mind! Why did not my sister Josephine, as widow Deym, take him as her husband? Josephine’s soul mate! They were born for each other. She would have been much happier with him than with Stackelberg. Maternal affection made her forego her own happiness.29

“The letters found in Beethoven’s bedside table,” she wrote into her diary in 1860, the last year of her life, “must have been addressed to Josephine, whom he loved passionately.”30


30 Cited in Marianne Czeke, Brunszik Teréz grófno naplói és feljegyzései [Countess Thérèse Brunszik's Diaries and Notes], Vol. 1, Budapest, 1938).
THE IMMORTAL BELOVED LETTERS

THE FIRST LETTER (Monday, July 6, 1812, morning):

am 6ten Juli Morgends.


“My angel, my all, my very self – Only a few words today and at that with pencil (with yours) – Not till tomorrow will my lodgings be definitely determined upon31 – what a useless waste of time - Why this deep sorrow when necessity speaks – can our love endure except through sacrifices, through not demanding everything from one another; can you change the fact that you are not wholly mine, I not wholly thine – Oh God, look out into the beauties of nature and comfort your heart with that which must be – Love demands everything, and that very justly - thus it is for me with you, and for you with me. But you forget so easily that I must live for me and for you; if we were wholly united you would feel the pain of it as little as I.32 My journey was a fearful one; I did not reach here until 4 o'clock yesterday morning. Lacking horses the post-coach chose another route,33 but what an awful one; at the stage before the last I was warned not to travel at night; I was

31 At the time of the letter, Beethoven had no fixed accommodation. He first lived at the inn called “The Golden Sun.” The following day (July 7), according to the Teplitz hotel registries, he moved into an inn called “The Oak.”

32 In this section Beethoven speaks of the feelings and problems this forbidden love has brought him. He reflects on the pain it has caused him to be apart from his mistress. He also wonders whether he should refrain entirely from this love affair, and he wonders what this means for his feelings of abandonment.

33 Beethoven's departure from Prague is specified in the Prague Oberpostamtszeitung of 4 July 1812. His arrival in Teplitz is confirmed by the Teplitz Hotel registry of 5 July 1812. The “other route” to which Beethoven refers is probably a side road. For the ordinary route, eight horses in harness were required.
made fearful of a forest, but that only made me the more eager – and I was wrong. The coach broke down on the wretched road, a bottomless mud road.\textsuperscript{34} Without such postilions as I had with me I should have remained stuck in the road. Esterhazy,\textsuperscript{35} traveling the usual road here, had the same fate with eight horses that I had with four. Yet I got some pleasure out of it, as I always do when I successfully overcome difficulties. Now a quick change to things internal from things external. We shall surely see each other soon; moreover, today I cannot share with you the thoughts I have had during these last few days touching my own life - If our hearts were always close together, I would have none of these. My heart is full of so many things to say to you – ah – there are moments when I feel that speech amounts to nothing at all – Cheer up – remain my true, my only treasure, my all as I am yours. The gods must send us the rest, what for us must and shall be – Your faithful Ludwig.”

THE SECOND LETTER (Monday, 6 July 1812, evening):

Abends Montags am 6ten Juli


“You are suffering, my dearest creature – only now have I learned that letters must be posted very early in the morning on Mondays to Thursdays – the only days on which the mail-coach goes from here to K.\textsuperscript{36} You are suffering – Ah, wherever I am, there you are also – I will arrange it with you and me that I can live with you. What a life!!! thus!!! without you – pursued by the goodness of mankind hither and thither – which I as little want to deserve as I deserve it – Humility of man towards man – it pains me – and when I consider myself in relation to the universe, what am I and what is He – whom we call the greatest – and

\textsuperscript{34} Sometimes coaches were damaged when the roads were very poor. Broken spokes were commonplace, for example. A flat tire would be the modern-day equivalent. However while an automobile tire can be changed quickly, with a carriage the problem was more serious, and often an axle might break. We do not know exactly what went wrong with Beethoven's coach, only that he had to wait until it was repaired.

\textsuperscript{35} Prince Paul Anton III. Esterházy (1786-1866), Austrian ambassador at the court of Saxony in Dresden.

\textsuperscript{36} At that time the mail was transported by carriage from city to city, and only on certain days. If you missed the coach, it could be that you could send only three or four days later another letter. By “K” Beethoven is likely referring to Karlsbad. The next day, Beethoven reported happiness that at the moment (during the high season in summer) the mail was moving every day on a stagecoach.
yet – herein lies the divine in man37 – I weep when I reflect that you will probably not receive the first report from me until Saturday – Much as you love me – I love you more – But do not ever conceal yourself from me – goodbye – As I am taking the baths I must go to bed38 – Oh God – so near! so far! Is not our love truly a heavenly structure, and also as firm as the vault of heaven?”

THE THIRD LETTER (Tuesday, 7 July 1812, morning):

guten Morgen am 7ten Juli


L. ewig dein ewig mein ewig unß.

“Though still in bed, my thoughts go out to you, my Immortal Beloved, now and then joyfully, then sadly, waiting to learn whether or not fate will hear us – I can live only wholly with you or not at all – Yes, I am resolved to wander so long away from you until I can fly to your arms and say that I am really at home with you, and can send my soul enwrapped in you into the land of spirits – Yes, unhappily it must be so – You will be the more contained since you know my fidelity to you. No one else can ever possess my heart - never - never – Oh God, why must one be parted from one whom one so loves. And yet my life in V is now a wretched life – Your love makes me at once the happiest and the unhappiest of men – At my age I need a steady, quiet life – can that be so with us? My angel, I have just been told that the mailcoach goes every day - therefore I must close at once so that you may receive the letter at once - Be calm, only by a calm consideration of our existence can we achieve our purpose to live together – Be calm – love me – today - yesterday - what tearful longings for you – you – you – my life – my all – farewell. Oh continue to love me - never misjudge the most faithful heart of your beloved. Ever thine, ever mine, ever ours. L.”

37 Beethoven is quite philosophical here. It annoys him that the people around him are kind to him. He suspects that they have included him because he is hearing-impaired and ill. Beethoven believes that he does not deserve this mercy. This also reminds him of how compassion is not strong in him, and he wants to know why. Beethoven also compares himself to God and the universe, and thinks about how small and insignificant he is. He admits, however, that compassion makes people a little more like God.

38 Beethoven had gone to the spa at Teplitz in order to treat his illnesses and his hearing disorder. During the day, spa guests were given treatments. Beethoven was therefore required to be in bed at an early hour.
Above: Beethoven’s bedside table box that contained the three letters to the “immortal beloved.” At right: manuscript of the last page of the third letter.